INCIDENT WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT GROUP MINUTES

Date: 17 December 2019

In Attendance: Jesse Bender, Chair | Doug Alexander, CGAC | Walter Herzog, BLM | Paul Schlobohm, NWCG | Karla Luttrell, NICC | Coleen Gadd, AHIMTA | Jim Prevette, NASF

Not Present: Doug Alexander, CGAC | Cole Belongie, DMC | Tawnya Brummett, M-582 | Dave Celino, IPSC | Shane Greer, ICAC | Mike Mattfeldt, USFS | Mike Minton, ICAC | Billy Profitt, GATR

December 17th

Topic

Upcoming Meeting Planning

- CGAC, January 14th, Boise, ID:
  - Address and validate items from the Evolving Incident Management (EIM) Matrix from 2011 and OG Tasking Log from 2017.
  - Use current data to update the recommendations to find if they have utility going into the future.

- NASF, January 28th, Orlando, FL:
  - Discuss and review IWDG’s current efforts that includes a review of the Issues to Address spreadsheet from April 2019, discussion of the Recognition of Prior (RPL) effort, and the status of agency roles/leadership white paper.

- ICAC, February 24th, Boise, ID:
  - Input from Greer and Minton will steer the best approach to participating in the ICAC meeting.

Next Meeting: January 21, 2019, 10am Mountain Time.